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Abstract

This thesis is in two parts. The first part considers a theoretical relationship between the natural variability of a stochastic model and its response to a small change in forcing. Over a large enough scale, both the real climate and a climate model are characterised as stochastic dynamical systems. The dynamics of the systems are encoded in the probabilities that the systems move from one state into another. When the systems’ states are discretised and listed, then transition matrices of all these transition probabilities may be formed. The responses of the systems to a small change in forcing are expanded in terms of the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the Fokker-Planck equations governing the systems’ transition densities, which may be estimated from the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the transition matrices. Smoothing the data with a Gaussian kernel improves the estimate of the eigenfunctions, but not the eigenvalues. The significance of differences in two systems’ eigenvalues and eigenfunctions is considered. Three time series from HadCM3 are compared with corresponding series from ERA-40 and the eigenvalues derived from the three pairs of series differ significantly.

The second part analyses a model of the coupled climate-economic system, which suggests that the pace of economic growth needs to be reduced and the resilience to climate change needs to be increased in order to avoid a collapse of the human economy. The model condenses the climate-economic system into just three variables: a measure of human wealth, the associated accumulation of greenhouse gases, and the consequent level of global warming. Global warming is assumed to dictate the pace of economic growth. Depending on the sensitivity of economic growth to global warming, the model climate-economy system either reaches an equilibrium or oscillates in century-scale booms and busts.
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1.1 This figure shows that two systems can have the same steady probability density function (pdf), but different steady-state responses to a change in forcing. The left graph shows time series for two stochastic dynamical systems of the form $dX = -(\alpha X - r) \, dt + \sqrt{2\alpha} \, dW$. $X$ is the state variable and $W$ is the state of a Wiener process, so that $dW$ is gaussian white noise with variance $dt$ over a timescale $dt$. Both systems have the same steady pdf (a gaussian with mean 1, variance 1) but have different characteristic timescales [43] equal to $1/\alpha$. Because of the different timescales, the two systems have different equilibrium responses to a change in forcing. This is shown in the right plot, where $r$ has been reduced by 0.5 for both systems. The new blue equilibrium for the slow system is a gaussian with mean 0.5 and variance 1. But the red system is ten times as fast as the slow blue system. So, the fast red system’s equilibrium mean is reduced by one tenth of the reduction to the slow blue system’s equilibrium mean. If the slow system were a model and the fast system were reality, then no matter how small a change in forcing, the slow system would overestimate the real system’s response to the change in forcing by a factor of 10.
1.2 This figure shows the evolution of 2 pdfs under advection and diffusion. The left plot shows advection – there is only drift towards the origin, so the pdf is compressed towards the origin. The right plot shows only diffusion, which evens out the highs and lows i.e. the convexity in the pdf.

1.3 Each graph shows, in solid red, the exact steady pdf when a constant forcing of $r \, dt$ is applied to the 1-dimensional Langevin equation $dX = -\alpha X \, dt + \epsilon \, dW$. The forced system evolves according $dX = -\alpha X \, dt + r \, dt + \epsilon \, dW$. The unforced steady pdf is a Gaussian density with zero mean and variance $\epsilon^2 / 2\alpha$. The forced steady pdf is also a Gaussian density with variance $\epsilon^2 / 2\alpha$ but with mean $r / \alpha$. The best possible estimate via eigenfunctions of the forced steady pdf is shown in solid blue. The exact difference between the unforced and forced steady pdf is in the red broken line. The blue broken line shows the difference calculated using eigenfunctions. The differences are divided by the ratio of the change in mean to the unforced standard deviation, so that the accuracy of the eigenfunction method can be compared for different levels of forcing. As the theory predicts, the eigenfunction method is more accurate for small levels of forcing. In this case, ‘small’ means in relation to the size of the standard deviation of the unforced system.
1.4 Each graph shows, in solid red, the exact steady pdf when a forcing of $-\psi \alpha x \, dt$ is applied to the 1-dimensional Langevin equation $dX = -\alpha X \, dt + \epsilon \, dW$. The forced system evolves according to $dX = -\alpha (1 + \psi) X \, dt + \epsilon \, dW$. The unforced steady pdf is a Gaussian density with zero mean and variance $\frac{\epsilon^2}{2\alpha}$. The forced steady pdf is also a Gaussian density with zero mean and variance $\frac{\epsilon^2}{2\alpha}(1 + \psi)$. The best possible estimate via eigenfunctions of the forced steady pdf is shown in solid blue. The exact difference between the unforced and forced steady pdf is in the red broken line. The blue broken line shows the difference calculated using eigenfunctions. The differences are divided by $\psi$, so that the accuracy of the eigenfunction method can be compared for different levels of forcing. As the theory predicts, the eigenfunction method is more accurate for small levels of forcing (the blue and red broken lines are closest for small values of $\psi$).

2.1 Estimate of second eigenfunction for the system $dX = -X \, dt + \sqrt{2} \, dW$ 100 seconds, sampled at 10 Hz split into 130 (blue line) and 10 (red line) equally probable bins. The exact eigenfunction is the function $x$ weighted by a Gaussian density.

3.1 $dX = -X \, dt + \sqrt{2} \, dW$; first three eigenfunctions of Fokker-Planck equation for Langevin model in (3.1).

3.2 $dX = -X \, dt + \sqrt{2} \, dW$. Series and sample autocorrelation function (blue line). The sample autocorrelation fits the theoretical autocorrelation function (red line) which is $e^{-t}$. The series was generated with a time step of 0.0001 time units but was sampled only every 0.01 time units i.e. at 100 Hz.
3.3 Unsmoothed eigenfunctions; first three eigenfunctions (going across the page) of the Fokker-Planck equation for a 1-dimensional Langevin equation. The time series is a simulation of $dX = -X \, dt + \sqrt{2} \, dW$, sampled at 10Hz for a series 100 s long. The smoothing bandwidth is $10^{-5}$, which is next to no smoothing. The state space is split into 20, 40, 80, 160 (increasing down the page) equally spaced bins on $[-5,5]$. The absolute error between the exact and sampled eigenfunction is shaded. Both the exact and the sampled eigenfunctions are normalised to have absolute area of one. 64

3.4 Optimally smoothed eigenfunctions; first three eigenfunctions (going across the page) of the Fokker-Planck equation for a 1-dimensional Langevin equation. The time series is a simulation of $dX = -X \, dt + \sqrt{2} \, dW$, sampled at 10Hz for a series 100 s long. The smoothing bandwidth is 0.4, which is optimal on average for estimating the steady pdf. 65

3.5 Oversmoothed eigenfunctions; first three eigenfunctions (going across the page) of the Fokker-Planck equation for a 1-dimensional Langevin equation. The time series is a simulation of $dX = -X \, dt + \sqrt{2} \, dW$, sampled at 10Hz for a series 100 s long. The smoothing bandwidth is 1, which is about four times the optimal level suggested by (2.34). 66

3.6 Sample mean ISE from 2000 runs each of 1001 samples of $dX = -X \, dt + \sqrt{2} \, dW$, sampled at 10 Hz. Eigenfunctions normalised to have absolute area of one. 80 bins on $[-5,5]$. Transition matrix obtained by Gaussian kernel density with various bandwidths. The best bandwidth for estimating the dominant eigenfunctions is approximately 0.4. 67

3.7 Sample mean ISE from 2000 runs each of 10001 samples of $dX = -X \, dt + \sqrt{2} \, dW$, sampled at 10 Hz. Eigenfunctions normalised to have absolute area of one. 80 bins on $[-5,5]$. The best bandwidth for estimating the dominant eigenfunctions is approximately 0.2. 68
3.8 Eigenvalues for the problem (3.1) are overestimated if there are less than 100 equally likely bins. The graph shows the result of estimating the first non-zero eigenvalue for \( dX = -1Xdt + \sqrt{2}dW \). 100 simulations of the system over 10, 100, 1000 model seconds were made and sampled at 10 Hz. Transition matrices were calculated using 10, 25, 50, 100, 200 equally likely bins, and using bin-counting, with no kernel density smoothing. The theoretical eigenvalue is 1. The sampled eigenvalues have ranges of about 1 which reduce only a little if more bins are used. The range also reduces slowly with larger series. In addition, there is an upwards bias in the sampled values if fewer than 100 bins are used.

3.9 Estimate of first non-zero eigenvalue is biased upwards with Gaussian kernel smoothing. The graph shows the result of estimating the first non-zero eigenvalue for \( dX = -1Xdt + \sqrt{2}dW \). 100 simulations of the system over 100 time units were made and sampled at 10 Hz. Transition densities were estimated via gaussian kernel estimation with bandwidths which were various multiples of the sample standard deviation of the series. The densities were integrated over 100 bins, equally spaced between the lowest sample (less 3 times the bandwidth) to the highest sample (plus 3 times the bandwidth).
3.10 Each graph shows the sample variance of the first 4 non-zero eigenvalues of transition matrices based on simulations of \( dX = -1Xdt + \sqrt{2}dW \). The vertical scale is determined by the timestep \( \Delta t \). 200 simulations of the system over \( N=20, 40, 80, 160, 320 \) model seconds were made and sampled at 100 Hz. The transition matrices were calculated using 20 (top) or 100 (bottom) equally spaced or equally likely bins, using bin-counting, with no kernel density smoothing. The straight lines are each a constant times \( 1/N \). The sample variance of each sampled eigenvalue lies roughly on one of the straight lines, indicating that the sample variance scales approximately with \( 1/N \). Where the bins are equally sized, and especially for the higher eigenvalues, the variance scales more slowly than the reduction in \( 1/N \). .......................... 74

3.11 Variance of estimate of smallest positive eigenvalue increases as timescale \( 1/\alpha \) increases. A slower system, with lower \( \alpha \), requires a longer time-series to be sampled well and obtain reliable estimates of eigenvalues. 100 equally likely bins. Transition matrix obtained by bin-counting with no smoothing. .......................... 75
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4.1 Illustration of area weighting of datapoints, used to calculate Niño3.4 index. Points on the boundary of the relevant area are given half the weighting of points in its interior. Points on the corner are given a quarter of the weighting of points in the interior.

4.2 ERA-40 Nino3.4 index, calculated from approx 45 years of reanalysis. (a) actual index. (b) anomaly index, that is excess of index over seasonal mean. (c) seasonal mean (mean daily value). (d) autocorrelation of anomaly index, fitted to exponential. (e) estimated smallest eigenvalues of Fokker-Planck equation. (f) estimated dominant eigenfunctions of Fokker-Planck equation.

4.3 Niño 3.4 anomalies based on ERA-40 match monthly means as calculated by NOAA. NOAA figures are from [32].

4.4 The autocorrelation of the observed NINO3.4 index from 1951–1995 (solid line), which shows a similar shape to the autocorrelation calculated in figure 4.2. From [6] based on NCEP data. Reproduced with kind permission of G.Burgers.

4.5 First empirical orthogonal function of mean sea level pressure anomalies. The EOF based on ERA-40 data, has the same main features as those of the first EOF calculated by NOAA.
4.6 ERA-40 Arctic Oscillation index, calculated from approx 45 years of reanalysis. (a) actual index. (b) anomaly index, that is excess of index over seasonal mean. (c) seasonal mean (mean daily value). (d) autocorrelation of anomaly index, fitted to exponential. (e) estimated smallest eigenvalues of Fokker-Planck equation. (f) estimated dominant eigenfunctions of Fokker-Planck equation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 102

4.7 ERA-40 Surface Air temperature index, calculated from 45 years of reanalysis. (a) actual index. (b) anomaly index, that is excess of index over seasonal mean. (c) seasonal mean (mean daily value). (d) autocorrelation of anomaly index, fitted to exponential. (e) estimated smallest eigenvalues of Fokker-Planck equation. (f) estimated dominant eigenfunctions of Fokker-Planck equation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 104

4.8 Annual and Five-year means of global surface temperature anomaly, ERA-40 vs NASA. Note that the NASA graph covers twice the period of the ERA-40 graph and has a different reference mean. The NASA graph is from [38] which is an update of [21]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 105

4.9 ERA-40 Global mean surface air temperature index. (a) detrended anomaly, which is excess over seasonal mean minus the quadratic trend. (b) autocorrelation function of the detrended anomaly. (c) estimated eigenvalues of the Fokker-Planck equation corresponding to the detrended anomaly. (d) estimated eigenfunctions of the Fokker-Planck equation corresponding to the detrended anomaly. Once the trend is removed the autocorrelation function becomes more similar to the autocorrelation function of the HadCM3 surface air temperature anomaly in figure 4.13. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 106
4.10 HadCM3 Nino3.4 index, calculated from approx 310 model years.
(a) actual index. (b) anomaly index, that is excess of index over seasonal mean. (c) seasonal mean (mean daily value). (d) autocorrelation of anomaly index, fitted to exponential. (e) estimated smallest eigenvalues of Fokker-Planck equation. (f) estimated dominant eigenfunctions of Fokker-Planck equation. ............... 108

4.11 HadCM3 Arctic Oscillation index, calculated from 310 model years.
(a) actual index. (b) anomaly index, that is excess of index over seasonal mean. (c) seasonal mean (mean daily value). (d) autocorrelation of anomaly index, fitted to exponential. (e) estimated smallest eigenvalues of Fokker-Planck equation. (f) estimated dominant eigenfunctions of Fokker-Planck equation. ............... 110

4.12 Dominant empirical orthogonal function (EOF1) of Mean sea level pressure anomalies, based on ERA-40, is similar to the corresponding EOF1 based on HadCM3. ...................... 111

4.13 HadCM3 Surface Air temperature index, calculated from approx 310 model years. (a) actual index. (b) anomaly index, that is excess of index over seasonal mean. (c) seasonal mean (mean daily value). (d) autocorrelation of anomaly index, fitted to exponential. (e) estimated smallest eigenvalues of Fokker-Planck equation. (f) estimated dominant eigenfunctions of Fokker-Planck equation. ............... 113

4.14 Smallest non-zero eigenvalues for Fokker-Planck equations based on single series. Blue crosses are for HadCM3 control runs. Red cross is for ERA 40. Green cross in graph (c) is for detrended ERA 40. (Vertical axes are meaningless). ...................... 115
4.15 Smallest non-zero eigenvalues for Fokker-Planck equations based on two series. Blue crosses are for HadCM3 control runs. Red cross is for ERA 40. (Vertical axis is meaningless). Left column is compares ERA-40 with HadCM3 control run. Right column compares ERA-40 (with the quadratic trend removed from the surface air temperature anomaly) with HadCM3 control run. The difference between eigenvalues involving the Niño series persists after the trend in surface air temperature is removed.

5.1 Schematic of climate-economy model, with predator-prey model for comparison. Red lines indicate positive feedbacks and blue lines indicate negative feedbacks. On the left, the blue dot-dash line is the climate change impact on the economy, which is the main subject of this chapter.

5.2 $\lambda(\lambda + \phi)(\lambda + 1)$ given that $\phi > 0$. $A = -\max(\phi, 1)$. $B = -\min(\phi, 1)$.

5.3 $\lambda (\lambda + 0.5) (\lambda + 1) + h, h \geq 0$.

5.4 The critical value of $h$ for the stable equilibrium to have no oscillations appears to lie between $1/8$ and $1/4$ of $\min(\phi, \phi^2)$.

5.5 Impact of the climate-economy feedback on projections for the 21st and 22nd century. Coupled projections are shown by the continuous lines, and uncoupled simulations are shown by the broken lines. Black lines assume a background economic growth-rate of 4%pa; green lines assume 1% pa.

5.6 Stability regimes of the climate-economy system as a function of the background rate of growth of CO$_2$ emissions $\xi - \mu$ and the economic damages due to global warming. The brown area is consistent with the observed level of global warming and recent economic growth, according to the data in section 5.4. Climate sensitivity is assumed to be 3K and the characteristic timescales for $\hat{T}$ and CO$_2$ are both taken as 50 years.
5.7 Stability regimes of the climate-economy system as a function of the background economic growth-rate $\xi$ and the rate of decarbonisation of the economy ($\mu$). Left and right panels show different economic damages due to global warming; (a) $\delta=0.5$ per K; (b) $\delta=0.1$ per K. 144

5.8 Impact of the climate-economy feedback on projections for the 21st and 22nd century. Simplified DICE (dashed lines) is compared with the 3-variable model in this chapter (solid lines). . . . . . . . . . . 145